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Abstract. On a compact metric space, Feinerman and Newman [Z] studied the uniform approx- 
imation by appropriate step functions and gave an estimating expression of an error of this 
approximation. The pm-pose of this note is to show that an estimating expression improved 
the above result holds on the same approximation by step functions on a metric space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (M,p) be a compact metric space M with a metric p such that 1 M I> No and 
W(Z) a given nonzero modulus of continuity, i.e., W(Z) is defined on [O,co) and satisfies 
(i) lim,_.o+ow(z) = w(O) = 0 and (ii) If 0 5 11 5 22, then 0 s W(Q)-~(21) < w(z? -XI). 
If SW is the set of real-valued functions defined on 113, Feinerman [l] considered the following 
problem: 
Estimate EG(&) = sup/ES,infgcc II f - 9 Iloo, (1.1) 
where 11 . lloo d enotes the supremum norm on M. Since, by setting a metric 6 on M with 
6(2, Y) = W(P(Z,Y)) f or +,y E M, (M,6) is also a compact metric space, this problem is 
able to be reduced to the special problem of (1.1): 
Estimate J%(S) = sup/ainfga II f - g Iloo, (1.1’) 
where S = {f II f(z) - f(y) 15 6(z,y) for +,y E M}. The quantities &(S,) and EG(S) 
means the deviations of SW and S from G respectively. 
Feinerman and Newman [2] profoundly studied the problem (1.1) and obtained several 
important results. By Theorem 5 and Theorem 8 in Chap. 8 in [2], we can see the following 
two results. One is that for and n-dimensional space G, 
;&:(M) 5 EC(&), (I.21 
where $(W = s~~,,...,~~+~w~ mid(zi,zj). The other is that there exists an 
n-decomposition {Ti}i=l of M such that 
+I) I EF(Su) L E:(bf), (1.3) 
where F = Span({l~, , . . . . IT,}) and each 1~~ denotes the characteristic function of the subset 
Ti. Hence the space F spanned by the above n-characteristic functions is a considerable good 
approximating space with the problem (1.1). 
In this note, replacing a compact metric space with a metric space whose diameter is 
finite, we are concerned with the problem (1.1). By showing the existence of a suitable 
n-decomposition of 211 for this extended problem, we state that an estimating expression 
improved (1.3) holds. 
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2. APPROXIMATION BY STEP FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we assume that (M,p) is a metric space such that ] M 12 No and the 
diameter of A4 is finite. For a given nonzero modulus of continuity w(z), to simplify the 
arguments, we devote to the problem (1.1)’ instead of the problem (1.1). If {Ai}y=i is an 
n-decomposition of M, then we simply denote Es~~,,({~~, ,...,A,))($) by E(A1, . ..An)(Sw). 
First we prepare the following lemma. 
LEMMA. For any n-decomposition {Ai}Z1 of M, it holds that E(A1, . ..A.,)(&,) = 
+~az{d(A~), ...d(A.)}, w h ete each d(Ai), 1 ,< i ,< n, is the diameter of Ai in 
space (M, 6) appeared in introduction. 
The proof is a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 11 (P.92) in [2]. 
As is easily seen, E:(M) 2, ~z+i (Al) for any n E N. Since we have the same estimating 
expression in (1.3) in case &z(M) = ez+i (M), it is natural to treat the problem (1.1) rather 
under the condition e:(M) > E:+,(M) than under E:(M) = Ed+,. Hence we name a 
positive integer n a significant number with the problem (1.1) if Ez(Jr) > ~z+i(~\f). 
Now we can state 
the metric 
THEOREM. For a significant number n 2 2 with the problem (l.l), there exists an n- 
decomposition {Af}y=‘=, of M such that 
Proof: For any E > 0, there are (n + 1)-elements 21, . . . . q,+i of M such that b(ti, zj) 2 
E:(M) - E for i # j. If G is any n-dimensional approximating space on M, then, from the 
proof of Theorem 5(p.86) in [2], EG(&) 2 $;(M) - $ follows. Since E is arbitrary, we 
have EG(&) 2 ieX(M), which leads to the validity of the first half of (2.1). 
Now we shall prove the latter half of (2.1). By the assumption, there exist (n+l)-elements 
11, . . . . zn+l of A4 which satisfy 
E:(M) > mini#j6(Xi, Xj) > &:+1(M) (2.2) 
qGl Y G-&+1) = mi7lifjb(Xi, Xj). (2.3) 
We take the union U~=~C’~~(M)(xi) of n-closed balls, where V~;(~~~r)(ti) = {x 1 b(x,zi) < 
cg(M_))). If Ur_‘=,l&(nf)(+i) is a proper subset of M, then we retake an element of An - 
U?=‘=,Vs;(M)(Zi) as xn+i and reorder xi, . . . . t,,+i to satisfy the conditions (2.2),(2.3). By 
continuing this procedure at most n times, we have (n + I)-elements xi, . . . . z;+~ of M which 
satisfy the condition (2.2), (2.3) and 
U;&r=(M)(xf) = M. (2.4) 
Putting the subset A = Uy==, v#:+,(~)(xf) of Ad, we can see that, by (2.2) and (2.3), M-A 
is not empty and that 
d(M - A) 4 E:+~ (M) (2.5) 
Because provided d(A4 - A) > E;+~ (n/f), then there are such (n + 2)-elements yi, . . . . yn+s of 
M that mipi#jb(yi,uj) > $+I (M). Now we set the n-decomposition {A_T}rCL=, of M such 
that A; = V~~,+,(~)(ff)U(V~~(~)(tf)fl~r -A),...,Aj = ~::+,(nr)(xl)U(V~~cdrl(x;)nAl- 
A) - &:A;, . . ..A. = M - Uyz:Af. Then, from (2.4) and (2.5), we have 
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Thus, by Lemma, {A;‘}&‘=, is an n-decomposition of M which we require. This completes 
the proof. 
Suppose that (E,II - 11) is a normed space and B is an absolutely convex compact subset 
of E. If, for an element p of B, there exists an a > 0 such that p + aB is contained in B, 
then we call this element p an internal point of B and denote by B’ the set of all internal 
points of B.(see P.176 in K&he [3].) 
When we consider the problem (1.1)’ on the compact metric space (B, 6), where 6(z, y) =I1 
1: - y Il,t,y E B, an estimating expression improved (2.1) is shown under the following 
condition. 
COROLLARY. For a given positive integer n 1 2, resume that there exist n-elements zl, . . . . zn 
of B’ SIJC~ that minigj6(ri,zj) 2 r0 = inf{r I Uy==,v;(Ei) > B}. Then there is an R- 
decomposition { Bf }y=‘=, of B which satisfies 
&n(B) I E(Bi 
1 
, . . . . B:)(S) I -(TO + &,,+I 
2 
(B)) < &n(B) + ~n+l(B)), (2.6) 
where E,,(B) denotes the value E:(B) under W(Z) = t. 
Proof: Since the first half of (2.6) is trivial by Theorem, we devote to showing the 
latter half of (2.6). From the compactness of (B,6), we can take an element y of B such 
that 6(y,~i) 2 ~0, 1 5 i < TX. Since every xi is contained in B’, there exists an Q > 0 
such that Zi + CUB C B for i = 1, . . . . n. Putting ui = Zi - y E 2B, i = 1, . . . . n. We have 
Vi =Zi+$auiExi+aBCB,i=l , . ..n. Then, for (n + 1)-elements VI, . . . . v, , y of B, we 
get 
6(vi,y> > 7-0, i= ,...,n 1 
andfori#j, 
6(Vi,Vj) > r0. 
Hence we see Ed > rg. 
If ro 5 G+I(B), since d(VT’,,(li)) 5 2r0,i = 1, . . . . n, the n- decomposition {Bf}F=‘=, of B 
such that Bi = v&(+l), . . . . Bf = VrO(zi) - U’,-\B;, . . . . BOO!, = I&(X,,) - U;!:B; is suitable 
for our request. 
If rg > E ,.,+1(B) and if we put C = Up r=l r,+t(B)(li)r then, by the definitions of the values v 
rg and c”+l(B), we easily observe that B-C is not empty and d(B - C) < E,,+I(B). Thus, 
from the analogous method to the proof of Theorem, we have an n-decomposition {B;}y.‘=, 
of B which satisfies (2.6). In any case, we obtain the conclusion. 
Remark. (1) The proof of Theorem shows a method to construct a suitable n- 
decompostion of M for the problem (1.1). (2) In general, the existance of internal points 
satisfying the condition of Corollary depends on (B, 6) and R. 
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